
Greg The Bunny:The
Complete Series/Fox 

Simply put, Fox was
wrong when they nixed
this show after barely
allowing it to complete
its one and only season.
This show starring Seth
Green was comedic
genius in a way that has
not been seen before or
since.

I guess somebody
over there got the hint that the demand for the show
was still strong, based on consistent E-Bay trading,
because now the show is finally being released on
DVD nearly three years after its demise (although word
on the street is that it may be coming back to IFC).

That said, this DVD is by far the funniest thing on the
street today as this semi-mythical world where
“Sesame Street” collides with “Captain Kangaroo” on
the set of a kids show that has the behind the scenes
morals of the grimmest strip joint on the planet. It is

simply insane.
Most of all, it’s extremely well-written and not one

single second of tape is wasted. Setting up the title
character is interesting enough but then you have a
very strong supporting cast including a take-off on
“SS’s” The Count, Blah, who will tell you when it’s time
to take a courtesy flush with no hesitation.

Interweaving some of my favorite moments into this
dialogue is one thing but when I tell you that you must
pick up this DVD, I seriously do mean it. And I am
gushing then, so be it. We got screwed on features and
it doesn’t even matter.

For more information on the upcoming potential
move to IFC check out www.gregthebunnyrocks.com 

NOW PLAYING: 
The Simpsons Gone Wild/Fox 

Wow, the powers that be at Fox really are fully aware
that “Simpsons” fans will buy just about anything with
the family’s face on it. That’s a shame too as products
like this one are plain mediocre.

Four episodes which you have seen more than 100

times in syndication make up this thing and they all fol-
low the Homer gets crazy m.o. Whatever.

Personally, I’d like to take this time to ask the suits to
get cracking with getting the rest of the seasons
released instead of these horrible one-offs that cheap-
en the brand. Thank you and goodnight.

COMING SOON: 
On Oct. 26, look for a select group of hot picks. 21

Jump Street: Season 1, Codename: Kids Next Door,
Dawn Of The Dead, Quantum Leap: Complete Second
Season, Spartacus, That 70’s Show: Season 1, The
Memoirs Of Sherlock Holmes Collection and Thing all
deliver the goods.

INSIDE THE SHELL: 
Fans of the animated series “Futurama” will dig this.

From season four’s third disc, select main menu. Select
“Where No Fan Has Gone Before.” Press the left arrow
key on your remote repeatedly until you see a different
picture. Press the enter key and enjoy a look behind
the scenes.
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CHIMAIRA/
THE DEHUMANIZING
PROCESS/Roadrunner
SLAYER/
STILL REIGNING
LIVE/American/UME
JET/
FAMILY STYLE/Atlantic
SUBHUMANS/
ALL GONE LIVE/Cleopatra
DENNIS LEARY/
THE COMPLETE/Melee

VAN HELSING
Universal
GARFIELD—THE MOVIE/Fox
ED WOOD (SPECIAL ED.)
Buena Vista

SPONGEBOB
SQUAREPANTS: COMPLETE
SECOND SEASON
Paramount
STARGATE SG-1 
SEASON SEVEN
MGM

oct. 19th

oct. 26th

by Adrian Gregory Glover

DEVO—Live In The Land Of The Rising Sun/Sick Video/Music Video
Distributors

Live In The Land Of The Rising Sun should be mandatory viewing for all mid-
dle-aged rock bands who are thinking of touring again. Playing to a packed house
in Tokyo, DEVO, although not the young super nerds they once were, still man-
age to tap into that spastic energy that still has the power to (excuse the pun)
whip it up. The de-evolutionists delve mainly into their early catalog of songs and
bust out such all-time faves as “Uncontrollable Urge,” “Jocko Homo,”
“Satisfaction,” “Mongoloid,” and “Freedom Of Choice” as well as their smash hit
“Whip It.”

Bonus features include: an interview with Mark
Mothersbaugh and Gerald V. Casale, the band
shopping in Tokyo, and backstage footage with the
Japanese press. Also included is rare live footage
from 1980 with the band giving a totally tubular
performance of “Gut Feeling/Slap Yer Mammy,”
which is almost worth the price of the DVD alone.

So if you weren’t fortunate enough to catch
DEVO this past summer when they rocked Central
Park, make sure to pick up this DVD, then strap on
yer energy dome and grab a seat.

—by Rick Kutner

The Supersuckers—Live In Anaheim/Music Video Distributors
Groundbreaking doesn’t generally come to mind when considering Seattle’s

Supersuckers, consistency at kicking maximum rock-n-roll booty does. I’ve personally wit-
nessed Eddie and the boys over 10 times and never once have been let down by their
weisen-stoner blue-collar punk-n-roll show. Live In Anaheim ain’t no different, from open-
ing number “Rock-N-Roll Records (Ain’t Selling This Year)” to classics “Creepy Jackalope
Eye” and “Born With A Tail” to country favorites “Barricade” and “One Cigarette Away” the
band without a doubt delivers the goods. The rock footage is shot live at The House of
Blues in Anaheim, while the country tunes were filmed at The Casbah in San Diego.

As far as quality is concerned, the visual recording is certainly clear enough, as is the
audio. Although personally, I think shooting the band on a
smaller stage in some dimly lit dive would have been more
effective with the rock tunes it’s still impressive enough for
all you die-hard Suckers fans.The guys wrap things up with
Outkast’s smash hit “Hey Ya” which demonstrates once
again how Spaghetti’s voice owns a song after he’s sung it.

Bonus material features Eddie doing a couple of
acoustic numbers at Amoeba Records and an interview
conducted by Eddie with the other members pondering the
age old question, which supernatural power is better—
invisibility or flight? Also included is a free live CD.

—by Rick Kutner

nov. 2nd

SHREK 2
Dreamworks
STAR TREK: 
THE ORIGINAL SERIES—THE
COMPLETE 2ND SEASON
Paramount
DR. STRANGLOVE—
40TH ANNIVERSARY 
EDITION/Columbia

THREE’S COMPANY
SEASON THREE, Anchor Bay
THE WEST WING—
COMPLETE 
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